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DIRECTORS’ THANKSDIRECTORS’ THANKS
The Directors of The National Sea Rescue Institute

accord their thanks to

Vincent Landman

Dear Vincent

It gives me great pleasure to record the NSRI board’s appreciation for your part in the rescue by 
yourself of a young female in the early evening on 27th February 2021 at the Strand.

Vincent Landman, a Class 3 Cox’n and Rescue Swimmer at Station 9 Gordons Bay, was the first NSRI 
Crewman arriving on scene, literally minutes after receiving the call. Once on scene he immediately 
assessed the scenario and what actions were needed. While donning his wetsuit, additional crew 
arrived, whom he tasked for the operation and then he entered the water (following all COVID and 
NSRI safety protocols).

It was now dark and the casualty and a fisherman who was fishing off the outer reef were out of sight 
and significantly deep in. Vincent swimming out found and reached the casualty by following her 
screaming. Once he reached her he realised she was not going to be rescued without a struggle. 

Being deep in the water, in a pitch dark night, between shallow reefs with a combative casualty whose 
intentions were to kill herself, Vincent faced the critical question: do I leave her alone and save myself, 
or do I do what is necessary to save her life. 

Vincent decided to rescue her and eventually managed to swim the combative casualty back to shore 
with no injuries to himself or the casualty, and in doing so he saved her life. It should be noted that this 
is the fourth rescue Vincent has done where he brought a casualty back alive.

The swift and successful actions that day by Vincent are in the best traditions of NSRI and we salute 
you.


